**APA Style Referencing Examples**  
(6th Edition)

**Books**
- Names are listed *last name*, then *initials*. Separate names with a *comma*, and use & before the last author, e.g. Helfer, M. E., & Duncan, G. J.
- Use Ed. for ONE editor, Eds. for MULTIPLE editors, e.g. (Ed.). / (Eds.).
- **Capitalized** first word in *TITLES* and *SUBTITLES*, and *PROPER NAMES*.
- **Italicize** the name of the *TITLES*.

**I. Books By One Author**

**II. Books By Two Or More Authors**

**III. Books By Corporate Author**

**IV) Books By Corporate Author as Publisher**

**V. Books With Editors**

**VI. Books With Edition**

**VII. Chapter in an Edited Book**

**VIII. Encyclopedias**

**IX. Multivolume Work**

**X. Unpublished Final Year Project / Master or Doctoral Dissertation or Thesis:**

**A) Final Year Project**

**B) Doctoral Dissertation/Thesis**
Electronic Resources

I. Article Retrieved From an Online Database/ Journal With a DOI


II. Article Retrieved From an Online Database/ Journal Without DOI


III. Online Magazine Article


IV. Online Newspapers Article


V. E-Book


VI. Web Page With Personal Author


VII. Web Page With Corporate Author


VIII. Web Page Without Author & Without Date